
Computing Overview - Reception 

 

Digital Systems 

Term Key Skill Tasks Resources Vocab 

Autumn Access school 
network 

Use a user ID and password 
to access school network. 
Use a mouse to access 
different programs by 
double clicking. 
Navigate software using a 
mouse. 

Access to 
network 
 
Logins and 
passwords 

Login / user 
ID 
Password 
Mouse 
Program 
Software 
Network 
Icon 

Autumn Access the 
internet  

Access internet browser. 
Complete a search in a safe 
web browser (e.g. for 
pictures of Diwali), using 
given keywords to type in 
the search box. 
Locate picture of choice and 
click on the picture to view. 
 

Internet 
enable 
devices 
 
Diwali 
keywords 

Diwali 
Internet 
Search 
engine 
Search box 

Spring Use the 
internet 

Access the internet and a 
safe web browser search 
engine. 
Type search for animal of 
choice, e.g. name or one 
with 4 legs. 
Children discern words to 
type into search engine. 
Refine searches to locate 
animal of choice, 
experimenting with different 
words to search and link to 
effect. 
 

Internet 
enabled 
devices 
 
List of 
animals 
and key 
words 

Search 
Internet 
Search 
Engine 
Search box 
Click 
Find 
type 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Coding and Control 

Term Key Skill Tasks Resources Vocab 

Spring Program a 
floor robot 
with a series of 
instructions 

Use a Bee-bot to create a 
travel route for the Zog to 
improve.  
Discuss the buttons on the 
bee bots and how they will 
follow a set of instructions 
to move.  
Experient with use of 
different commands, e.g. 
forward, back, turn, stop.  
Program instructions to the 
robot from commands 
provided.  
Change one element of the 
instructions. 
 

Bee-bots 
(or 
equivalent) 
 
Large 
paper 

Bee-bots 
Instructions 
Travel 
Route 
Direction 
Turn 
Steps 
Forwards / 
Backwards 

Spring Create 
instructions for 
a 
programmable 
robot 

Children input instructions 
to a Bee-bot to move 
around the farm map.  
Add building objects to 
move around. 
Program the Bee-bot with a 
variety of instructions for a 
given purpose and to stop.  

Bee-bots 
(or 
equivalent) 
 
Large 
paper 

Bee-bots 
Instructions 
Travel 
Route 
Direction 
Turn 
Steps 
Forwards / 
Backwards 

Summer Create 
instructions 
within a piece 
of software 

Use of Purple Mash 
software to navigate a 
character around a given 
route, following a series of 
instructions. 
Edit instructions if 
unsuccessful. 
 

Purple 
Mash 
software 
 
Internet 
enabled 
devices 

Instructions 
Direction 
Turn 
Steps 
Forwards / 
Backwards 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Presenting Information 

Term Key Skill Tasks Resources Vocab 

Autumn Use Microsoft 
Word to create 

a document 

Write the initial sounds using 
Microsoft word. Teachers to 
support saving of the 
documents.  
Place hands spread on 
keyboard. 
Locate letters on keyboard and 
press specific letters. 

Sound mats 
Computers 
with access 
to Word 

Keyboard 
Word 
Type 
Save 

Autumn Take a digital 
picture 

Use a camera to take pictures 
of another person.  Determine 
how to view the photograph. 
Rehearse zooming in and out 
of the subject of the photo 
Experiment with taking 
pictures. 

Cameras 
Connections 
to the 
computer 

Digital photo 
Camera 
Connection 

Summer Use a camera Use a camera to take pictures 
of houses made.  
Discuss and experiment with 
perspective – ‘How close 
should you stand to the 
object?’; ‘What happens when 
you stand further back?’ 
Take pictures and assess 
photos taken. 

Cameras 
Houses 

Devices to 
download 
photos to 

where 
appropriate  

Camera 
Picture 
Close 

Far Away 
Bigger 
Smaller 

Autumn Record a voice 
message 

Use a tablet / device to record 
each other saying words in 
French.  
Listen back to the recording 
and assess quality. 
Repeat recording if necessary. 

Tablets / 
recording 
device to 
record 
sound.  

Record 
Device 
Sound 

Playback 
 

Spring Use a program 
to draw 

Log on to Purple Mash and  
open drawing software. 
Draw a food they would like to 
make (prompts to guide ideas 
and scaffolding of set tasks). 
Include different shapes and 
experiment with different 
colours to match food chosen. 

Laptops 
Purple Mash 

Draw 
Colour 
Shape 
Insert 
Edit  

Summer Use a program 
to draw 

Use Purple Mash software to 
draw a beanstalk.  
Navigate mouse to draw 
shapes to represent a bean 
stalk.  
Experiment with different 
colours to use. 
Add shapes to the design 
using templates.  
Use tools within software to 
add to the design.  

Purple Mash 
 

Computers 
with mouse 
to control 

Tools 
Shapes 
Colours 
Insert 
Edit 

 


